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 IRAKASGAIAREN AZALPENA ETA TESTUINGURUA ZEHAZTEA   

This is an electable course intended to familiarise the students with the media as major agents of 
linguistic vitality. As such media can act in favour or against languages, as much as educational 
systems can. The course tries to approach the media from the point of view of their potential 
contribution to multilingualism. 

 GAITASUNAK / IRAKASGAIA IKASTEAREN EMAITZAK   

 IRAKASGAIAREN GAITASUNAK   

To identify and compare the diverse sociolinguistic and media contexts in Europe. 

 

To design models for synergies between education systems and media systems in diverse linguistic 
contexts. 

 

To communicate in an effective manner proposals for the integration of education systems and 
media systems. 

 IRAKASGAIA IKASTEAREN EMAITZAK   

Learning Outcomes describe what a learner is expected to know, understand and be able to do after a 
successful completion of a process of learning. 

 

By the end of this course, students should be able: 

 

1. to evaluate the role that media can play in a context of multilingualism. 

2. to contrast the commonalities and the differences between communication contexts in 
Regional Minority Languages and Immigrant Minority Languages; 
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3. to recognize and summarize the changes that are taking place as a consequence of the 
globalisation and digitalisation of media, in order to evaluate the challenges that minority 
language communities must face; 

4. to summarize the media landscape in the Basque Country; 

5. to evaluate the role of media as a complementary for the role of education in language normalisation. 

 

 EDUKI TEORIKO-PRAKTIKOAK   

1. Media as factor of monolingualism. 

 

2. Media as factor of multilingualism. 

 

3. Linguistic accessibility. 

 

4. Media in Basque. 

 

5. Case study: public broadcasting in South Africa. 
 

METODOLOGIA (PRESTAKUNTZA-JARDUERAK) (EUSKARAZ)   

Prestakuntza-jarduera  Ordu.  Ikasgelako orduen 
ehunekoa  

Lectures  8  27 % 

Seminars 19 60 % 

Students’ presentations  3  10 % 

Autonomous work: reading and proposal design  45  0 % 
 

 KALIFIKAZIOKO TRESNAK ETA EHUNEKOAK  

Izena  Gutxieneko 
ponderazioa  

Gehieneko 
ponderazioa  

Student’s presentation and report  100 %  100 % 
 

 

 OHIKO DEIALDIA: ORIENTAZIOAK ETA UKO EGITEA   

The final assessment will be based on the participation of the students in the course activities, as well as 
the Final Report. 
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The students will have to present and deliver a paper that will summarise the conclusions of the 
course. They will be required to make a presentation about it in the last session of the course . 

 

The paper should address, at least, the following issues: 

 

About SABC: 

 

a) Positive and negative aspects of SABC’s use of languages. 

b) Consequences of the great presence of English in SABC broadcasting (both in speech and 
subtitles), taken into account the ties between language, race and social conditions, as 
well as the global context where audio-visual is, at a global level, dominated by 
American and British contents. 

c) Suggestions, if there are any, for a different linguistic policy. 

 

About media and multilingualism: 

 

d) Main challenges for a public broadcaster in order to deal with linguistic diversity. 

e) Comments on the use of lingua franca as a way to ensure mutual understanding. 

f) Conclusions that might be useful in other contexts (for example the bilingual or 
multilingual context of your own country). 

 

About the course 

 

g) List the main ideas, if any, that you have drawn from this course. 

h) List the activities that you consider most useful in this course among all the activities we 
have done. 

i) Proposals for next courses. 

Should the health situation prevent the realization of face-to-face activities, the evaluation tasks 
(delivery and presentation of works) will be done through the Egela platform. 

 EZOHIKO DEIALDIA: ORIENTAZIOAK   

Those students who do not present their work at the end of the course, or do not get the minimun 
mark on it, will have to present it before the deadline of the second call. 

 NAHITAEZ ERABILI BEHARREKO MATERIALAK   

Reading 
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Students will have to read some texts provided by the lecturers during the course. They will be also 
provided with the guidelines for the reading of each text, as well as some questions as reading guidelines. 
These questions will be the basis for the discussion on seminars. 

 

Discussions 

 

Most of the discussions will take place based on a previous work. Students are encouraged to take part 
actively in them, by questioning the others, arguing or asking. There will be also some seminars in which 
students will have to complete some exercises on provided data, or even to find data by themselves. The 
final seminar will summarize the main conclusions of the course. 

 

Lectures 

 

Some lectures will be given during the course. 

 

Case study 

 

The students will be presented a case to be analysed and resolved through autonomous work. After that, 
they will present their resolution and discus it with the group. 

 

Final Report 

 

A final Report will be delivered to the teacher, with a briefing of the activities of the course and a 
synthesis of the main conclusions drawn from the course. More specific guidelines will be provided.   
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